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The Bond Portfolio- -Municipal Securities

Two year« ago your program included a topic quite similar to the 

one scheduled for this period. In addition to a brief review of trends in 

the bond portfolios of banks, at that time I discussed a few basic 

questions regarding bank investment policies and municipal credit analysis 

techniques. Whether the impression of these remarks left a heavy impact on 

the listeners, is quite debatable. Very likely the same performance could 

be repeated today and no one would be the wiser either literally or 

figuratively.
As a matter of fact, the trends that were called to your 

attention two years ago have persisted. The volume of municipal security 

flotations has continued to grow and the total amount of outstanding debt 

increased from year to year* Bank portfolios of municipal securities 

have increased in sise proportionately • So the Justificatlon for devoting 

some of your time to this subject matter continues to be as good today as 

it was at your previous conference. The experience of the past two years 

is continuing evidence that banks and bank examiners will be obliged to 

devote more time t© the obligations of municipal subdivisions.

First, it is intention now to comment briefly about the 

characteristics of municipal securities in the State nonmeaber banks you 

examine. Then attention will be shifted to some questions that arise when 

the yyftgjf nay is called upon to apptsise the qualify of municipal securities 

in the portfolio. En the course of this discussion there will be a 

few practical suggestions that are designed to facilitate the examiner* s 

work. Rext, attention will be shifted to the liquidity aspects of the 

investment portfolio generally, and municipal securities in particular.
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finally, there will be time for questions that you may wish to ask about 

municipal portfolio problems*

Bank Investments in fomieipala
Measured in relative terms, the municipal segment of the assets 

held by insured banks in this District has remained virtually unchanged 

over the past two years* This is reflected in the subdivisions of data by 

type of bank ****** by geographical area as well as in the district-wide 

totals* The rate of growth in municipal portfolios has kept pace with 

aggregate bank resources*
You may recall from our previous discussion of the subject that 

the data revealed a large increase in the proportion of total assets 

committed to over the decade ending in 1957* This increase

highlighted what was then a new situation* Ho longer could municipals be 

ignored as a relatively unimportant element in the asset structure of banks.

There was a time at the end of World War II when the consolidated 

data by type of bank and State for District 10 indicated that municipals 

accounted for less than 3 percent of total assets. TO be sure, some banks 

at that time held portfolios substantially larger in else, but they were 

rare and exceptional* Accordingly, it is not surprising that examiners 

paid little attention to municipal securities* As a matter of fact, it 

really did not make much difference whether these items were scrutinised 

carefully* Examination time could be employed much more productively in 

other phases of the work*
for a number of years now the municipal segment of bank assets 

has been important. In the aggregate, municipals account for about
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3 percent of total assets of the insured banks in this District, and in 

some States the figures are much higher. Kansas Is a notable illustration 

of an area where the banka seem to be attracted to this type of security. 

About 11 percent of the assets held by insured commercial banks in this 

State consist of municipal obligations, furthermore, the figure would be 

somewhat higher if we excluded the small number of banks with no commitment 

in municipals.

The long-run prospects suggest that bank investments in municipals 

will continue to be substantial for many years, flotation of new issues 

has continued at a h i# rate in the post World War U  period. Moreover, 

the forecasts suggest that debt financing by subdivisions of government 

will continue to expand. She estimates differ widely in chame ter and 

sophistication. Seme of them reflect quite detailed analysis of 

information concerning governmental activities at the State and local level 

while others appear quite amateurish. Nevertheless, a H  of the projections 

are consistent with a eoasaonsense reaction to the facts, namely, that the 

minor subdivisions of government clearly will be substantial users of 

long-term capital for a long time to come and the banks may be expected to 

furnish a good share of the credit.

fear-in and year-out bank holdings of municipals range in amount 

from a quarter to a third of the total amount of State and local debt 

outstanding. This relationship has persisted for so long that it seems 

reasonable i© expect it to continue. The aggregate amount of outstanding 

municipal debt is near estimated at about $60 billion and aggregate bank 

holdings of municipals stand at approximately $17 billion. In view of
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these tests, then, It win be reasonable to look forward to portfolios of 
munieipala at least as large as the ones nom commonplace, aad sore than 

likely, larger Investment accounts w i n  continue to grow*

Tax Exemption
Great stress is usually placed upon the value of tax exemption in 

explaining the attractiveness of municipal obligations as bank investments* 

Admittedly, these securities offer genuine advantages over other types of 

assets* Income ia exempt from the Federal tax on corporate incase* 

furthermore, municipal securities have advantages taxsri.se over other media 

of investment in many States. In addition, capital gains and losses on 

these assets— like other capital assets held by banks— may be advantageous* 

Capital losses may be used to offset operating profits and there Is the 

statutory 25 percent ceiling an the capital gains tax*

Although banks respond to tax considerations in managing the 

investment of their resources, it is very easy for the® to be misled by 

considerations of this character* Oddly enough, sometimes a bank without a 

tax problem for unknown reasons invests in securities that are attractive 

solely for tax reasons* Thus, a bank will give a concession in terms of 

yield for a tax exempt security when, as a matter of fact, it has no 

genuine need for this type of investment* So as a starting point in 

appraising a bank's investment program, it is well to raise this simple 

questions foes the bank actually stand to benefit fro® tax exemption?

A bank is expected to serve the credit needs of its own 

community* Sometimes It Is called upon to help with the financing of local
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subdivisions of goveraraent. la these circumstances, a bank may invest In 

tax exempt securities for reasons quite apart from its need for shelter 

from taxation on its portfolio. Moreover, there may be other reasons for 

htmk investment In municipal obligations apart from tax considerations, 

e.g, the statutory requirement to pledge them as security for public funds,

Qualitywlse, municipal securities range over & wide spectrum. In 

all, there are mere than 100,000 governmental subdivisions with poser to 

create debt, and possibly 30,000 or i*0,000 of these do float securities in 

significant volume. Because the number of issuers is so great, it is 

obvious that credit information shout many of these Issuers w i n  not be 

easy to obtain. Furthermore, there is great diversity among the issuers*

They are the creatures of many different statutes and there is enormous 

variation in the skills of financial management from one obligor to another,

A few thousand of the larger municipal credits cceae within the 

scope of qualitative ratings by the recognised investment services, such as 

Standard & Foot1» and Moody*s. For practical reasons, these services are 

obliged to limit their appraisals of credit quality to the larger issues. 

Unless the flotation comprises at least $1 million of bonds, the credit is 

not likely to be rated. To be sure, the services do cover seme issuers 

with small amounts of debt situated close to the principal financial centers. 

Information regarding these credits is often available in the financial 

community and substantial customers of the investment advisory services may 

have an interest in a few of these smaller credits, Nevertheless, these 

are exceptional situations.
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Without conceding monopoly of financial wisdom by the services, 

stiU It la true that qualitative ratings of municipal credits do reflect 

the application of certain standards to published financial reports* As a 

practical matter, these ratings cannot depart too far from a concensus 

e«w^e qualified analysts* Accordingly, it seems reasonable to use ratings 

as qualitative guides In examination work.

Rated Versus Unrated Credits

Ratings by nationally recognised Investment advisory services can 

be depended upon to furnish useful earmarks regarding quality* As a first 

step in analysing a municipal portfolio, it is revealing to divide the 

issues into two group®, namely, the rated Issues and the other unrated 

securities* Further li#t m  the quality of the portfolio will be 

revealed by an arrangement of the rated issues into three groups, namely, 

securities in the three highest rating categories, a group consisting of 

the fourth or marginal grade securities, and a third group made up of all 

issues with lower ratings*

On occasion some examiners have included in their reports 

tabulations of data on the credit quality of municipal portfolios arranged 

in this fora* Sot only does this tabulation facilitate the examiner's 

analysis of the portfolio, but it ¿¡ay very well be that bank management has 

not considered its investment program in these qualitative terms. Such 

tabulations bring out very clearly the extent to which investment policy 

emphasises quality*
Using the investment advisory service ratings as criteria, 

recently we have compiled data on the quality of municipal portfolios tram
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a rather large sample of examination reporta. The differences la portfolio 

composition from State to State are quite striking» For example, In Kansas 

the State nomaember hanks have municipal portfolios consisting 

predcsainaatly of unrated issues-~6o percent as coopered with 3k percent in 
the first three rating bends, and about 6 percent In the marginal grade.

$y way of contrast, in Oklahoma about k2 percent of the portfolios are 

unrated by the national advisory services, la the rated segment, however, 

53 percent of all securities are in the first three rating bands and about 

5 percent are marginal grade.

Securities rated In the fourth band of quality by the investment

advisory services deserve special consideration In portfolio analysis.

According to the terms of uniform examination procedure adopted many years

ego by the Federal and State supervisory authorities, this is the lowest

quality deemed to be worthy of consideration as an Investment security.

Careful study of the definition for this category by Moody's will reveal

the marginal nature of the credit. The definition Is as follows :

"Bonds which are rated Baa are considered as lower medium grade 
obligations, l.e., they are neither highly protected nor poorly 
secured. Interest payments and principal security appear 
adequate for the present but certain protective elements may be 
lacking or may be characteristically unreliable over any great 
length of time. Such bonds lack outstanding Investment 
characteristics and in fact have speculative characteristics as 
well,“

likewise, in the Standard & Boor's definition of securities assigned to the 

fourth rating band, the marginal characteristics are emphasised by this 

languages

"This is the lowest group in which Investment characteristics 
predominate. Protection is regarded os adequate, but one or
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more factors indicate the need for careful attention in periods 
of economic unsettlement. The market for securities in this 
group is likely to be quite volatile.*

There is no substitute for high credit quality as an essential in 

a bank's municipal portfolio* fourth ©r marginal grade credits are an 

element of weakness rather than strength, and if such credits account for a 

substantial proportion of the total amount of investment securities, that 

fact is deserving of mention in the examination report* for the most part, 

purchases of marginal grade Issues are justified in terms of price and 

yield considerations. However, It Is doubtful that the somewhat more 

favorable yields on the marginal segment of investment grade Issues can be 

expected to compensate for the risks of losses.

Because the coverage of the ratings published by the two principal 

Investment advisory services does not coincide when the examiner endeavors 

to use these credit indicators as guides, at times difficult problems 

arise. Agreement among the two agencies on the quality of a credit w i n  

not be a source of trouble unless the examiner has reason to believe the 

rating is not supported by the facts. This is likely to be a very unusual 

case* But difficulties arise when, for example, one service rates the 

security in the fourth and the other one in the fifth grade* Conservatism 

In examination practice would suggest the use of the lowest published 

rating as a guide unless it can be demonstrated from the facts that the 

credit is better grade. The use of a rating published by only one service 

as a guide to credit quality is obviously not satisfactory. Occasionally, 

however, the examiner has no alternative but to follow this guide. More 

difficult is the case of a credit rated by one service and at the same time
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listed by the other agency with a note suggesting the leek of adequate data 

for rating purposes. If the amount of securities in question accounts for 

a substantial portion of the portfolio, such a case would warrant 

insistence by the examiner to produce a credit file in support of an 

investment grade rating. Thus, it is evident that the published ratings of 

securities by the investment advisory services are at best aids and 

indicators of quality and they are not absolutely decisive.

In some States groups consisting usually of bankers «aid security 

dealers have made an organised effort to establish a system of qualitative 

ratings for securities in the area. For example, groups exist in the 

Carolines and in Oklahoma. These local efforts at municipal credit 

appraisal definitely laek the stature of the investment services that 

operate on a nationwide basis. Typically the resources of the local groups 

tend to be quite limited. Their standards of quality will tend to be 

parochial and there Is always the suggestion that the group« in their 

rating activities will be biased, nevertheless, these local efforts at 

appraising credit quality are deserving of some consideration. At times 

they may be the only guide available to the examiner.

Unrated Issues

Studies of municipal portfolio composition as revealed in 

examination reports suggest that unrated municipals receive cursory review 

as to quality. This would seem to be the only conclusion that one could 

derive from the fact that virtually all unrated issues are reported as 

investment grade credits.
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During the war and in the immediate postwar years, there probably 

was good reason for considering all unrated issues as bank quality 

investments unless they actually were in some financial difficulty as 

evidenced by default* For purposes of emphasis it should be repeated that 

the dollar amount of securities was small and the examiner then probably 

could devote his time more effectively to the loan portfolio in bringing 

about improvement in the bank« Bow times have changed, however* The 

municipal portfolio can no longer be dismissed as relatively unimportant in 

amount and insignificant as a percentage of total assets.

Unrated municipal securities can be expected to range in quality 

from one end of the scale to the other. Assuming for the moment that the 

quality pattern among rated and unrated issues is substantially the same, 

then one would expect some portion--perhaps as much as 5 percent to 

10 percent--in the category of subinvestment quality investments* This is 

approximately the proportion of all municipal ratings la categories below 

the four highest qualitative bands. However, this assumption of relatively 

high quality for unrated securities in the aggregate would see® to be 

entirely too optimistic* To be sure, some Issues may represent relatively 

small debts floated by communities whose finances have sufficient strength 

to provide a vide margin of protection for debt service* But these 

instances are likely to be exceptional*

More often than not the unrated issues fall within a marginal 

area characterised by limited or virtually nonexistent credit data, an 

uncertain record of performance, and obvious doubts as to the long-run 

prospect* For this reason it would seem desirable to list these securities
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with the fourth grade issues rated by the regular investment advisory 

services. This has the advantage of placing some emphasis on the elements 

of uncertainty as regards credit quality, The only Justifiable exception 

would be the case of the credit that is covered by adequate data in the 

credit files, Xn such instances* the credit would be reported with the 

appropriate note in higher grade issues.

As a practical matter, what can be done in appraising the credit 

quality of unrated issues? 90 good purpose is served by ignoring the fact 

that the credit files for the most part are nonexistent. Nor is it helpful 

to pretend that examiners have a time schedule which enables them to study 

the individual items in bank portfolios and in each case to arrive at a 

defensible Judgment respecting quality, Work schedules budget only a 

limited amount of time for the municipal portfolio,

Xn examining a bank with a volume of unrated municipal securities 

large enough in else and relative total assets to call for attention, the 

appropriate first step Is in the direction of adequate files of credit 

information. To be sure, there is nothing very novel about an educational 

effort designed to encourage the accumulation of credit data, but It is 

important, nevertheless, Municipal credit files will develop when bankers 

and examiners combine forces to establish them.

At present, it Is doubtful that more than a handful of banks have 

even the beginnings of satisfactory municipal files. The trends in this 

area of bank investment, however, are such that the problem of credit 

information can no longer be ignored. Over the past kO years there has 

been great progress in the development of credit files on coraaerclal loans.
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There 1» no reason why a similar development cannot be brought about to 

cover the municipal segment of bank investments*

Bather than to launch a comprehensive program for building up 

information on municipal securities« at the outset it would sees best to 

concentrate on the unrated securities in the portfolio* A minimum for the 

file on these issues would consist of the offering circular which presents 

sketchy information about the security* From time to time thereafter« the 

bank should be encouraged to obtain data of the sort found in an audit 

report, Parenthetically« you will be Interested in learning that virtually 

all of the services— Bun lit Brads tree t« Standard & Boor’s« as w e n  as 

Moody's-» are giving consideration to plans for publishing a limited amount 

of credit data on a very large number of governmental subdivisions not at 

present covered by Moody's Manual on Government Securities or the individual 

credit memoranda prepared by Bun & Bradstreet* Within the next five or ten 

years there is every reason to believe that the services will find a way to 

assemble and publish such information at a reasonable cost.

Credit information on securities in a municipal portfolio serves 

no good purpose unless it Is used as a guide for selecting good and 

eliminating poor quality issues. Such use requires the application of 

analytical techniques. This analysis may be very simple« for example, the 

computation and appraisal of the debt-assessed value ratio on a general 

obligation bond; or It may become quite involved in a mass of data* As a 

practical matter, neither bank examiners nor bankers can afford to devote a 

great amount of time to refinements in securities analysis. If the 

demonstration of quality suitable for bank investment is not readily
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apparent, the credit mild seem to he unsuited for a bonk portfolio. 

Complicated analysis la likely to he too expensive and too equivocal in ita 

results for use in selecting hank Investments.

The desirability for salification in assembling a portfolio of 

municipal securities will, in my opinion, he one of the important 

by-products of examiners* efforts to secure adequate credit files, $y 

centering attention on the data requirements for ascertaining credit 

quality, it will become quite clear that a long list of bonds floated fey a 

great variety of issuers presents serious difficulties in management. 

Frequently the complex portfolios consisting of relatively small commitments 

in individual credits are rationalised in tenos of diversification. However, 

if credit data were available for such portfolios, careful study would 

indicate little or no reduction in risk exposure • On the contrary, all of 

the Issues may be subject to substantially the same hasards.

Identification of municipal Issues is difficult* The number of 

individual issues is very great and at times it is difficult to distinguish 

between securities of various obligors situated in the same area. However, 

precise identification is important If credits are to be appraised with 

some degree of accuracy. Documents such as purchase and sales vouchers and 

prospectuses v i U  be helpfttl in identifying specific issues* The need for 

care in identifying securities as they are listed in the examination report 

schedules has been demonstrated by efforts to compare portfolios.

Sometimes study of the facts reveals that the same credit has been 

identified under two or three different titles*
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Information with respect to interest and principal payments found 

in the accounting records of a bank may be helpful as & guide to classifying 

unrated credits« Irrespective of what else may be said about a security# 

if interest is not paid on the due day or if the bond itself is past due# 

then the credit is definitely unsuited for bank investment purposes«

Better evidence of poor financial management than failure to meet interest 

and principal payments on schedule would be hard to find. As a consequence 

it is unrealistic to classify any part of a municipal credit as investment 

grade if there is evidence of default on outstanding securities.

Determination of credit quality in a municipal portfolio is 

unquestionably difficult in most of the cases likely to claim your 

attention. Some banks# particularly the large ones situated in financial 

centers# confine their selections to credits rated at or near the top grade 

by the investment advisory services. Some preliminary studies suggest that 

these banks have probably SO percent or more of their municipal commitments 

in such credits. But as attention shifts to smaller banks# as illustrated 

by the State chartered banks not members of the Federal Reserve situated at 

some distance from financial centers# on the average only about 20 percent 

of the portfolio comes within the scope of rating activities of the 

services.

Previously in this discussion some suggestions were made as to 

the steps that seem appropriate for determining credit quality in these 

circumstances• The fact remains# however# that within the limitations 

controlling the activities of the bank examiner there is little time for
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t.hfq part of ®3®0@dU3Bt.lc®i work. Accordingly* ib would seem appropriate 

to consider some oblique «^roaches to the problem.

When it 1» recognised that the quality of municipal securities in 

a typical p » U  bank portfolio is not readily evaluated nor likely to be 

very high, it folios#» that it behoove» the banker to take epecial 

precautions in managing this segment of his assets, there is a tendency to 

look upon the municipal portfolio as a part of a bank’s secondary reserve, 

this* in ray opinion* is an ill-founded notion.

At best* the municipal segment of a bank*© investment portfolio is 

likely to make only a limited contribution to liquidity requirements, to be 

sure, securities maturing within a very short tera~~up to a year— if they 

©re of good quality may prove dependable as a secondary reserve. Certainly* 

if such maturities are the obligation of large* well known credits trading 

actively in the secondary market* they may be converted to cash with a 

minimum trouble. But the sale of long-dated issues, especially if the 

obligors are small and unknown* presents great uncertainties as to price.

Except for tbs portion of the municipal portfolio consisting of 

near term* high grade issues* municipal securities are for all practical 

purposes ter© loans. Accordingly* in appraising the balance in the asset 

structure of the bank it is appropriate to consider the municipal portfolio 

as part of the bank’s long term extensions of credit. It would seem 

appropriate to limit such credit extensions to a period of five to seven 

years for the «mn» term with the average considerably short of the moot

distant maturity.
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Two major advantage result fro® limiting the maturity schedule 

of the municipal portfolio to a maximum of five to seven year». In the 

firet place, this sets the stage for periodic test« of credit quality in 

the one unequivocal fashion*-by providing a demonstration of the ability to 

repay* Regardless of statistical tests, an investment is certainly bank 

quality if the obligor pays interest coupons promptly sad the principal 

when it falls due. Unfortuantely, this is an after-the-fact test, 

nevertheless, constantly recurring maturity dates do furnish some test of 

quality*

the second advantage of a five to seven-year limit on maturities 

in the municipal schedule stems fro® the fact that such a portfolio can 

serve as a basis for obtaining an average rate of return if the bonds 

composing it are scheduled to mature in more or less equal annual amounts. 

Thus, periodic reinvesting in the most remote maturity permits the holder 

to realise a good average of the rate of return prevailing in the market.

A portfolio so designed furnishes some element of liquidity as veil as some 

insulation against the violent fluctuations of money rates encountered at 

times in the financial markets.

Summary
To sum up this discussion before ve turn to questions that may 

bring out points in this field of interest to you, it is a fact that the 

municipal segment of bank assets has grown very substantially over the past 

decade. Furthermore, it promises to continue to increase in dollar amount 

and even relative to total assets. And these securities have certain
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characteristics which make them especially difficult for the examiners. As 

regards investment quality, the examiner may obtain some guidance from the 

investment advisory services« Unfortunately, the coverage of these 

services Is limited to the larger end better known municipal credits« The 

bulk of the securities found in the small, State-chartered, nonmember banks 

do not come within the seope of rating systems, nor is the credit quality 

readily determinable from published information*

Only a limited amount of time can be devoted to the municipal 

portfolio in the course of a bank examination and the files of essential 

information on these credits will generally be inadequate« Accordingly, 

considerations of expediency will largely shape the examiner's work on 

this se&asnt of bank assets, la the long run, efforts devoted to the 

encouragement of satisfactory credit files and the adoption of sound 

investment policies are most likely to be productive of good results.
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